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Sleeping Women - Awake!
Day #1
May 9, 2022

What words express your experience with the village of heart centered men and
design/creating female?
Kristin:
it was beautiful to see the love and peace that the village homes were filled with. I
saw explosions of purple, pinks and white mandala looking energies vibrating from each
home. I blessed the trees and land there with love and good harvest. It was a beautiful
journey
It felt familiar and safe.
Aisha:
First I was in the northern hemisphere in beautiful mountains with a Nordic
people then I was taken to Uluru where a woman was weaving the dream lines and
songs using the rainbow for colours and golden thread coming from another universe,
Deborah :
Saw energy like aurora boreal is from men and women using it to create
structures, fields, etc
Aydrey:
creation in joy and wonder; colors vibrancy; plants glowing in unique
frequencies..calm, peace, serenity
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Tara:
I continued to trail off to other things and almost doze off without any control.
“Lee”:
They danced with joy to the sounds of sticks on stones in a circle around a fire.
The had woven baskets and wore them as they danced. They fed each other with their
fingers and love.
Kristin:
It felt really good to reclaim our sovereignty, put our foo.t down and say no to the
negative energies
What did you notice when the women in the village sensed an 'uncomfortable' feeling.
Deborah:
First awareness of energy was similar to a darkening on the horizon - a coming
storm. However it encircled the village - not from only one direction.
Aisha:
The women saw a dark thread appear in the weaving and felt this negatively
affect everyone around them, they went into sacred circle to discuss the dark thread that
was been woven. Was this source? Should it stay? They decided to cut that thread and
pull out the dark thread and they wound it in a ball and threw it in the sacred fire. The
energies returned
Take Away...
Shannon:
What came to me was Honoring all Life, that we are all life and that it was we are
all life beyond male or female
Thank You
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